Introduction
In a series of papers, 9 ab initio, relativistic core potentials (REP) have been defined and applied to the calculation of the electronic structure of molecules which include one or more very heavy atoms. The exact method of defining the effective potentials (EP) and calculating them from atomic Hartree Fock. (HF) or Dirac Fock (DF) results required considerable investigation,' 0 but a set of essential principles was established and a detailed procedure was found which reproduces accurately the results from all-electron calculations'°' 1' for molecules such as C 2 , Kr2, Kr2+, Xe2 , and Xe 2t All-electron relativistic calculations 12 have not been available for molecules containing very heavy atoms, but this analysis of pertinent principles confirmed by these examples gives us confidence in the validity of the method for even heavier atoms.
-The spin-orbit (SO) effect is large for most very heavy atoms. Gold is an exception where the only valence electron is in an s orbital, and Frcre,We-uished to mint in. :flly the lab With the recognition 13 that an ab initio SO operator can be derived from differences in the REP for j = 2 + 1/2 and j = Z -1/2, it became possible to assemble a complete calculational program which begins with molecular orbitals in A-S coupling and which includes electron correlation via a high-order CI step. Indeed the SO terms are introduced at the CI step on an equal basis with the electron repulsion terms.
Method
The REP are obtained from DF orbitals for the atoms by methods already well described. These REP are averaged and differenced with respect to spin as follows
The complete effective potential :without SO is
with the final factor the usual projection operator. The potentials cease to depend appreciably on the angular quantum number as soon as it exceeds that represented in the core of the atom; thus L can be chosen on that basis. This EP is introduced into the Ramiltonian and applied to the wavefunction in a now-familiar manner. The spin-orbit operator is just the difference between the complete, relativistic EP and the AREP. As shown in detail in reference 13, this may be simplified to
where the projection operators are now based on two-component relativistic spinors 2.,J,m>. The AUR I EP was defined in equation (2) . The SO matrix for elements/an atomic spin-orbital basis set will have the form Given the integrals obtained from the transformation step, one can evaluate the elements of the CI matrix in the usualmanner. One should note that, since this integral set does not include the spin-orbit integrals, many of the determinants will not couple to the dominant configuration. At this stage the matrix could be written out as block diagonal, the different blocks contributing to states, which in A-S coupling, do not mix due to space or spin symmetry differences. The spin-orbit integrals are now added to the matrix. In general the SO integral matrix may be complex leading to complex elements in the CI matrix. However, in the EP formalism the SO operator is a strictly one-electron operator. Therefore the number of such integrals will be small. Furthermore since a one electron operator can only couple determinants which differ by single promotions, the number of complex CI matrix elements will also be relatively small. This fact can be taken -advantage of in the diagonalization algorithm.
Us ing conventional techniques (Givens or Jacobi) to diagonalize a complex hermitian matrix is a nontrivial task both in ternis o:fdevelOping
•compiter codes and in actual relative to a real :syetric matrix. However, for very large matrices iterative techniques are typically employed. For algorithms such as the Nesbet procedure, 20 or 22 Davidson procedure 21 or the method of optimal relaxation (NOR), the required modifications in code to allow for complex elements are trivial.
Furthermore due to the small number of such elements, the time required for diagonalization is only about a factor of two longer than that required for a comparable real matrix. (If one were to take advantage of the fact that for many cases the matrix elements are not complex but either real or imaginary, this factor could be reduced even further.)
The algorithm employed in the present work is a modification of the Davidson procedure. This scheme has the advantage that it is relatively stable even if the initial guess for the vector is poor..
Furthermore since the CI matrix is defined in terms of primitive determinants, in the initial stages of the diagonalization the Nesbet or MOR procedures may tend to mix symmetries and thereby prolong the iterative process, whereas the Davidson technique will preserve the symmetry of the starting vector to within round-off error.
Calculations and Results
The effective potentials used in the present work are identical to those employed in references 7 and 8. Thus on thallium we treated explicitly the outer 13 electrons (lOd, 2s and lp), the frozen core comprising the remainder. The basis set for hydrogen was composed of two is Slater type orbitais (STO) and.a single set of 2p STO for polarization. The exponents were taken from the A1H calculations of Cade and Huo. 23 For thallium we optimized .a (2s, Zp, .Zd) STO bsis set using the ground state of the isolated atom. The optimization was carned out in L-S coupling using the spin-averaged potentiaJs. TheHvalues ôf the n uantum numbets for the s., .p, and d bs1s Lu tiiin wete respectively 6, 6 and 5. This is a substantially better basis than was used in the previous T9,2 13 12 and TiH calculations where the maximum n value was 4. In subsequent molecular SCF calculations we found that using a triple zeta basis insignificantly altered the shape of the bonding curve for the ground state.
All calculations were carried out using real STO. Although this complicates theC1 diagonalization by forcing some of the SO integrals to be imaginary, as stated earlier these problems cannot be easily is eliminated and certain sign relationships between the other terms are reversed. Also a aa'ct8 reference must be added for proper dissociation.
Similar methods yield the appropriate references for the 1 and 2 states0
From a A-S coupling basis the 1 E state relates to the lowest 0+ state and the 3 R term is split to yield the second 0+ state and the lowest 0, 1, and 2 states. The R term yields the second 1 state while the highly repulsive 3 E term yields the second 0 and third 1 states.
The calculated energies, relative to ground-state atoms, are listed in Table I and plotted in figure 1. Included are results for the first excited states of 0+ and 1 symmetry. These states are related to the 3 and ll terms and should be reasonably well described by the basis of these calculations.
The experimental evidence for T2H was discussed by Ginter and With this substantial confirmation of our calculations for the two 0+ states where the experimental .evidence is unambiguous, it is interesting to consider our predictions for the 0, 1, and 2 states in relation'
ship to the minimal experimental data for these states for T2.H and in comparison with the data for InH where the spin-orbit splitting is much smaller but still significant. First, we note that the inner well at about 3.5 bohr in the O+(II), 0, 1(I), and 2 states appears to be at least;
partially the result of an avoided crossing which has been previously observed for the lowest 3 state of BH. 28 In the region outside the inner well the wavefunction is dominated by configurations which correspond roughly to the s 2p isolated thallium atom. However, in the region of the inner well, there is considerable sp 2 character, thereby allowing substantial sigma bonding of H with the s orbital on thallium. As noted above, this unusual shape. of the excited 0+ state agrees very well with the experimentally known potential. 25
The inner portion of the potential curves for the 0, 0+(II), 1(I), and 2 states are all very similar, hence their relationship to the H state in A-S coupling is pertinent. This is confirmed by an examination of the wavefunctions which are dominantly 3 TI in the range 3.0 to 3.5 bohr. The spmn-obit energies simply shift the dbsolute energies in this region, and the pattern is similar to that -foimd for lnH where the order is the same and the spacings also ..increase .in the. same. seqience (0 -0 )<(1-0 )<(2-l).
11 Biit the ery large sizoibi-t separation of the atomic energies for 71-has a profound effect at larger R. The curve for the 1(I) state has no significant minimum; this agrees with the failure to observe discrete spectra for this state in T9.H (in contrast to InH where it is observed).
Selection rules make direct observation of the 0 state difficult, and it has not been measured for any of the molecules GaH, mB, or T2.H, 
Conclusion
We have demonstrated a method by which spin-orbit and electroncorrelation effect's are simultaneously introduced into the wavefunction.f or molecules containing very heavy atoms. This is the first calculation of this type zthat we are aware of. As opposd to most earlier c'aiculations jfl wlfi&h ±he pin-o±1iit correctIons were added semi-empiricaIly., in the potential approximation) spin'orbit operator of ref. 13 
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